1.) Reintroduction of all members

2.) Check-in on crosstab report – make sure to have final reports uploaded to the section space on Connect
   a. A few people had questions and Leslie sent the intro Powerpoint and the crosstab report to one member so that she could complete it

3.) Questions committee members have
   a. Mary Jane shared data that she has collected on how people become connected to ACRL. She also shared data on the positive attitudes people have towards being an academic librarian and shared some ideas on how we can encourage and engage members including a possible campaign to reach out to Deans to promote the benefits of membership and to see if they would pay dues for people in their organizations.

4.) Suggestions for the activity that next year’s committee should focus on
   a. Based on the info Mary Jane shared, the committee will have a number of interesting opportunities to pursue to help increase membership and engage members.

5.) Closing – final questions
   a. Thanks to everyone for your work and for a great year!